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In today's fast-paced environment, effective data management and
data analytics is inevitable in achieving organizations’ business
priorities, and transforming them into a Digital Enterprise

Top 3 Business Priorities for GCC*
Organizations for the Next Two Years

Customer Retention & Customer Experience
Business Growth & Expansion
Reducing Costs and Streamlining Processes
* Note that the GCC representative countries for this study are UAE, Oman and Kuwait only.
Source: IDC CIO Survey Oct 2020. UAE, Oman and Kuwait, Base = 85

Customer retention and experience
is the topmost priority for all three
surveyed industries.

While only BFSI and Trade (retail &
wholesale) positioned Business
Growth and expansion as the second
most important priority, Government
is more focused in reducing cost and
improving processes.

Managing regulatory compliance and
empowering the workforce were also
among the key priorities for
Government.

Growing trends of technology adoption have created larger data pools.
Organizations are currently utilizing AI and Analytics to turn this data into actionable insights;
empowering them with data driven decisions and transforming them to Digital Enterprises.

GCC* Organizations’ Current Data Strategy

Data Storage & Usage are Centralized
with data platforms providing self-service, fraud detection, predictive analytics, and recommendations.

There is a clear gap in
organizations’ current data
strategy. Organizations are
still finding it difficult to ensure
centralization of data storage
and an efficient data
management platform. Data
monitoring and data
integration, with various data
types and sources, will enable
them to eradicate
organizational silos to realize
the true potential and extract
actionable insights from data.

Data is Not Centrally Managed
but transactional data is managed in house with basic analytics and reporting.

Capture Data at Source but No Central Data Repository
use a standard data architecture/framework, with all data sources and data types

Information in the Organization is Siloed
with data quality and integration issues limiting data use to certain domains.

Only 5%

Optimized with Advanced Analytics

use a comprehensive intelligent core with centralized data storage with advanced analytics.

of organizations are able to
make most strategic and
operational decisions based
on insights from
organizational data.

Source: IDC CIO Survey Oct 2020. UAE, Oman and Kuwait, Base = 85

From an industry standpoint, IDC research showcased that:
Data storage and usage for BFSI and Trade are centralized — providing self-service feature, fraud
detection and predictive analytics.
However, for Government, data is not centrally managed and only transactional data is managed
in-house with basic analytics and reporting functionalities.

Business Analytics Solutions Currently in Use
Advanced/Predictive Analysis
Using business analytics tools and techniques to discover hidden and/or complex relationships in data
and/or make predictions about the future

Reporting
Using business analytics tools and techniques to organize and monitor data regularly

Descriptive and Diagnostic Analysis
Using business analytics tools and techniques to gain insight into what and why
something happened in the past from data

Ad Hoc Analysis
Using business analytics tools and techniques to answer specific single questions with data

Optimized Analysis
Leveraging multiple data sources, supported by a platform, and utilizing a Big Data management
solution with data governance and real-time prescriptive analytics and outcome-focused approach

In efforts to capture the full value of their data, organizations follow a process of:

Collecting

Storing

Managing

Processing

Identifying

Visualizing

Following these steps has significantly increased organizations’ investment in data management technologies such as data
warehouses, data visualization tools, Hadoop clusters and data lakes.

Increasing Investment in Data Management Technologies
Enterprise data warehouse

64%

Hadoop cluster

56%

Data visulization tools

56%

Al-enabled advanced analytics

48%

Enterprise-wide Big Data patform

42%

Data Lakes

40%

Public cloud-based analytics

28%

Organizations are increasingly investing in their data analytics solutions as well as various other
emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML). Accelerating
product development, accelerating innovation, and improving employee productivity are the top three
drivers for the increased spend in AI across the organizations.

AI-enabled Advanced Analytics Spend to Increase
of organizations are planning to significantly
increase their spend on AI-enabled advanced analytics
and data management technology in the next 12 months.
Organizations are embedding AI, ML, and cognitive solutions with their analytics solutions to translate raw data into insights
on how to tackle challenges and achieve business priorities. AI enabled analytics solutions also help organizations to:

Gain greater customer experience by providing more personalized products and solutions.

Enable higher operational excellence by using predictive analytics to actively streamline
operations

Ensure richer employee experience to drive overall performance and productivity

Intelligent enterprises are highly productive as they can anticipate market
and operational changes and act accordingly to ensure business
continuity. Successfully analyzing various data to extract actionable
insights, these intelligent enterprises are able to bring greater innovation
and achieve a higher customer satisfaction level than their competitors.
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Building an Intelligent Enterprise for Competitive Advantage
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AI offers 3 essential capabilities, and sits at the core of
what transforms an enterprise into an intelligent enterprise

capacity to learn (human learning
augmented by machine learning)

ability to deliver insights at scale

ability to synthesize information more
effectively than others
Building these capabilities are critical to realizing the vision of becoming an Intelligent Enterprise and
to gaining an edge over competition.

Essential Guidance
1. Build a data–driven strategic roadmap for an Intelligent organization
2. Invest strategically in your Data Management technologies
3. Overcome limitations posed by decentralization of data, and eliminate data silos
5. Infuse AI/ML and Analytics throughout the organization
4. Develop processes to increase visibility of different types of data across various Line of Businesses

Powered by AI, the Information Architecture can help your organization
transition from data-driven to insights-driven, rapidly.

GBM Blueprint for Digital Acceleration Using AI
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Robust Information Architecture and disciplined efforts in information
management make a positive difference in your business decisions'
quality and speed.
Powered by

Storage

To learn how to create a Robust Information Architecture, please read the
GBM Information Architecture whitepaper.

About IDC

About GBM

International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market
intelligence, advisory services, and events for the information technology,
telecommunications, and consumer technology markets. IDC helps IT
professionals, business executives, and the investment community make
fact-based decisions on technology purchases and business strategy. More
than 1,100 IDC analysts provide global, regional, and local expertise on
technology and industry opportunities and trends in over 110 countries
worldwide. For more than 50 years, IDC has provided strategic insights to
help our clients achieve their key business objectives. IDC is a subsidiary of
IDG, the world’s leading technology media, research, and events company.

With more than 30 years of experience, 7 offices and over 1500 employees
across the region - Gulf Business Machines (GBM) is a leading end-to-end
digital solutions provider, offering the region’s broadest portfolio, including
industry-leading digital infrastructure, digital business solutions, security and
services.
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They have nurtured partnerships with the world’s leading technology
companies and invested in a talented, skilled workforce to implement
solutions that cater to customer’s specific, complex and diverse business
needs. With on-the ground, readily available expertise, GBM provides
round-the-clock support to customers across the region.

